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Moving Forward:
So where do we go from here? As mentioned in the above “Features to 
Come” section we would like to offer multiple hardware options. This 
would include various sizing and casing options.
The ability to have a wooden case is something we would really like to 
get made for our next prototype. Additionally slimming the build down to 
about 2 inches is a requirement for our next build.
On the software side we plan on continuing to ask “What a Smart Mirror 
can do?” and not always “What a Smart Mirror should do?”. Offering a 
transferable profile is a major task at hand for us as well as facial 
tracking and recognition. On our next release of our Smart Mirror 
Launcher application we plan on focusing on these 3 major areas in 
order to really set our Smart Mirror apart from those seen elsewhere.
We are actively trying to find funding sources as well. 
Smart Mirror
Abstract:
The Smart Mirror concept has been visited in many forms of media through the past few decades. 
But for some unknown reason there is no consumer level Smart Mirror available on the market. 
There has been multiple DIY projects across that show the practicality and usage of the Smart 
Mirror, but ultimately many of them fail to bring together all the features and uses a consumer level 
Smart Mirror should have.
This Smart Mirror brings together the best parts of all those projects and many many more. With a 
full touch screen, wifi, bluetooth, speakers, customizable user profiles and much more this is the 
first of a kind Smart Mirror made for the consumer.
Key Features:
● Touch screen
● Full Android
● Wi-Fi
● Bluetooth
● Sound
● Custom user profiles
● Transferable profiles
● Facial Tracking
● Open to developers
Features to Come:
● Facial recognition
● Wood framing
● Phone integration
● Slimmer design
● Gesture controls
● Voice commands
● Wooden casing
● Size Options
Name Price
iStick Android Board $109.00
I.R. Overlay w/ Glass $160.00
T.V./Monitor $198.00
Reflective Film $30.00
Misc./Shipping $50.00
Global Interest:
The word “Smart Mirror” has been around for quite some time 
as you can see. But over the past 3 years the word has grown 
in interest an mentionings by over 700%.
On the video made for our kickstarter campaign has received 
over 7,300 views between kickstarter and youtube! In addition 
to this JoLoMo has received over 50 messages from 
individuals and business who were interested and our 
webpage and kickstarter have been visited over 7,500 times!
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